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Major Points in IntroductionMajor Points in Introduction
 Near-surface is where we live; it is where weNear-surface is where we live; it is where we

interact with the Earth; interact with the Earth; SocietallySocietally most most
important(?)important(?)

 Societal relevance of shallow geophysics isSocietal relevance of shallow geophysics is
increasing as pressures on the environmentincreasing as pressures on the environment
increaseincrease

 Near-surface can be a hostile environment forNear-surface can be a hostile environment for
geophysics (extreme heterogeneity, highgeophysics (extreme heterogeneity, high
attenuation, plane-wave assumptions donattenuation, plane-wave assumptions don’’t hold)t hold)

 Costs of shallow surveys are dropping, allowing forCosts of shallow surveys are dropping, allowing for
their application in more disciplinestheir application in more disciplines



Major Points in Introduction  (cont.)Major Points in Introduction  (cont.)

 Need for geophysicists is exploding as near-Need for geophysicists is exploding as near-
surface and energy exploration efforts expandsurface and energy exploration efforts expand

 Need to get shallow geophysical methods intoNeed to get shallow geophysical methods into
third world countries third world countries –– need to reduce the costs need to reduce the costs
furtherfurther

 Seismic cannot be used alone Seismic cannot be used alone –– must use in must use in
conjunction with electromagnetic etc. methodsconjunction with electromagnetic etc. methods

 Much of the near-surface geophysics is termedMuch of the near-surface geophysics is termed
““appliedapplied””; in fact near-surface methods can be; in fact near-surface methods can be
used in almost all major studiesused in almost all major studies



Major Scientific IssuesMajor Scientific Issues

 Understanding the (Understanding the (fresh)waterfresh)water cycle cycle
 Natural hazards prediction, assessment andNatural hazards prediction, assessment and

remediationremediation
 Understanding and monitoring climate changeUnderstanding and monitoring climate change
 Delineating energy and mineral resourcesDelineating energy and mineral resources
 Time-dependent Effects and MonitoringTime-dependent Effects and Monitoring
 Defense/Security/ForensicsDefense/Security/Forensics
 ArcheologyArcheology
 Technological & Conceptual FrontiersTechnological & Conceptual Frontiers



Understanding the Water CycleUnderstanding the Water Cycle

 Mapping and assessing large aquifers in 3DMapping and assessing large aquifers in 3D
and 4D (monitoring)and 4D (monitoring)

 Characterizing aquifers (velocity=> porosity,Characterizing aquifers (velocity=> porosity,
permeability)permeability)

 Understanding fluid flow within aquifersUnderstanding fluid flow within aquifers
 Characterizing and monitoring contaminantsCharacterizing and monitoring contaminants

within aquiferswithin aquifers

3D



Hazards prediction, assessment andHazards prediction, assessment and
remediationremediation

 Imaging shallow faults for Imaging shallow faults for paleoseismicpaleoseismic/slip/slip
analysis, fault zone characterization, time-variantanalysis, fault zone characterization, time-variant
properties (strain?)properties (strain?)

 Characterizing geotechnical properties of shallowCharacterizing geotechnical properties of shallow
deposits, including liquefaction and ground failuredeposits, including liquefaction and ground failure
potentialpotential

 Determining the velocity structure/geometry ofDetermining the velocity structure/geometry of
sites for predicting ground motionssites for predicting ground motions

 Characterizing potential ground failure fromCharacterizing potential ground failure from
landslides and landslides and karstkarst

 Detecting man-made hazards such as abandonedDetecting man-made hazards such as abandoned
mines, tunnels, buried landfills, unexplodedmines, tunnels, buried landfills, unexploded
ordinance (UXO)ordinance (UXO)



Hazards prediction, assessment andHazards prediction, assessment and
remediationremediation

 Imaging shallow faults for Imaging shallow faults for paleoseismicpaleoseismic/slip/slip
analysis, fault zone characterization, time-variantanalysis, fault zone characterization, time-variant
properties (strain?)properties (strain?)

 Characterizing geotechnical properties of shallowCharacterizing geotechnical properties of shallow
deposits, including liquefaction and ground failuredeposits, including liquefaction and ground failure
potentialpotential

 Determining the velocity structure/geometry ofDetermining the velocity structure/geometry of
subsurface strata for modeling ground motionssubsurface strata for modeling ground motions

 Characterizing potential ground failure fromCharacterizing potential ground failure from
landslides and landslides and karstkarst

 Detecting man-made hazards such as abandonedDetecting man-made hazards such as abandoned
mines, buried landfills, unexploded ordinancemines, buried landfills, unexploded ordinance
(UXO)(UXO)



Understanding and monitoringUnderstanding and monitoring
climate changeclimate change

 Estimating Estimating paleoclimatepaleoclimate from shallow from shallow
depositsdeposits

 Characterizing and monitoring currentCharacterizing and monitoring current
climate change (permafrost thickness,climate change (permafrost thickness,
changes in gas hydrate)changes in gas hydrate)

 Understanding the carbon cycle (mappingUnderstanding the carbon cycle (mapping
gas hydrates, accumulation of carbon ingas hydrates, accumulation of carbon in
seafloor sediments, carbon sequestration)seafloor sediments, carbon sequestration)

 Aiding other climate studies such as coringAiding other climate studies such as coring



Delineating energy and mineralDelineating energy and mineral
resourcesresources

 Mapping the volume of gas hydrates, andMapping the volume of gas hydrates, and
assessing their hydrate contentassessing their hydrate content

 Assessing geothermal resources, bothAssessing geothermal resources, both
obvious (Iceland) and less obviousobvious (Iceland) and less obvious
(potential heat storage beneath buildings)(potential heat storage beneath buildings)

 Exploring and mapping energy and mineralExploring and mapping energy and mineral
deposits such as coal seams and ore bodiesdeposits such as coal seams and ore bodies



Delineating energy and mineralDelineating energy and mineral
resourcesresources

 Mapping the volume of gas hydrates, andMapping the volume of gas hydrates, and
assessing their hydrate contentassessing their hydrate content

 Assessing geothermal resources, bothAssessing geothermal resources, both
obvious (Iceland) and less obviousobvious (Iceland) and less obvious
(potential heat storage beneath buildings)(potential heat storage beneath buildings)

 Exploring and mapping energy and mineralExploring and mapping energy and mineral
deposits such as coal and oresdeposits such as coal and ores



Time-dependent Effects andTime-dependent Effects and
Monitoring at Multiple Time ScalesMonitoring at Multiple Time Scales

 Non-linear soil response, expansive soils,Non-linear soil response, expansive soils,
groundwater recharge over wide areasgroundwater recharge over wide areas

 4D monitoring of fluid levels and flow;4D monitoring of fluid levels and flow;
seasonal variationsseasonal variations

 Changes in fault-zone properties overChanges in fault-zone properties over
earthquake cyclesearthquake cycles

 Response of Earth to loading or unloadingResponse of Earth to loading or unloading
by reservoirs, buildings, quarries, tides,by reservoirs, buildings, quarries, tides,
stormsstorms



Defense/Security/forensicsDefense/Security/forensics

 Forensics Forensics –– locating blasts, explosions, locating blasts, explosions,
impacts, industrial accidentsimpacts, industrial accidents

 Security monitoring for tunneling,Security monitoring for tunneling,
trespassing, underground activity, trooptrespassing, underground activity, troop
movementsmovements

 Finding underground munitions, facilities,Finding underground munitions, facilities,
bunkers, tanksbunkers, tanks

 Search and rescue (avalanche, mudslide,Search and rescue (avalanche, mudslide,
trapped minerstrapped miners, cavers, building collapse), cavers, building collapse)



Defense/Security/forensicsDefense/Security/forensics

 Forensics Forensics –– locating blasts, explosions, locating blasts, explosions,
impactsimpacts

 Security monitoring for tunneling,Security monitoring for tunneling,
trespassing, underground activity, trooptrespassing, underground activity, troop
movementsmovements

 Finding underground munitions, facilities,Finding underground munitions, facilities,
tankstanks

 Search and rescue (Search and rescue (trapped minerstrapped miners, cavers,, cavers,
building collapse)building collapse)



ArcheologyArcheology

 3D mapping of archeological sites3D mapping of archeological sites
 Characterizing buried objects/chambersCharacterizing buried objects/chambers



Technological & ConceptualTechnological & Conceptual
InnovationInnovation

 Development of passive imaging methods usingDevelopment of passive imaging methods using
ambient noiseambient noise

 Characterizing properties of subsurface materialsCharacterizing properties of subsurface materials
(interdisciplinary studies)(interdisciplinary studies)

 Rapid, cheap 3D and 4D imaging over large areasRapid, cheap 3D and 4D imaging over large areas
 0-mass, 0-cost, 0-mass, 0-cost, infinf-band recycled-paper sensor-band recycled-paper sensor

(millions of these!)(millions of these!)
 Non-contact imaging (Non-contact imaging (InSARInSAR, , LiDARLiDAR))
 Making technology affordable for geophysicists inMaking technology affordable for geophysicists in

developing countries (cell-phone seismograph?)developing countries (cell-phone seismograph?)



Technological & ConceptualTechnological & Conceptual
InnovationInnovation

 Development of passive imaging methodsDevelopment of passive imaging methods
using ambient noiseusing ambient noise

 Characterizing properties of subsurfaceCharacterizing properties of subsurface
materials (porosity, permeability)materials (porosity, permeability)

 Rapid, cheap 3D and 4D imaging over largeRapid, cheap 3D and 4D imaging over large
areasareas

 Non-contact imaging (Non-contact imaging (InSARInSAR, , LiDARLiDAR))
 Making technology affordable forMaking technology affordable for

geophysicists in undeveloped countriesgeophysicists in undeveloped countries


